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Criminal Justice Action Gaines Larry
PHILADELPHIA—On a recent Saturday morning, Larry Krasner was explaining to me why gun violence and murders have spiked in Philadelphia over the past year—and why the criminal-justice reforms he ...
Will Democrats Abandon a Criminal-Justice Reformer?
Larry Krasner is a hero to some who support criminal justice reform and a villain to others who say his policies as Philadelphia’s district attorney are fueling a surge in homicides and gun crimes.
Carlos Vega is making Philly DA Larry Krasner fight for his job as the election nears
“We know Larry’s approach to criminal justice, which aims to treat all involved with humanity and dignity, is very popular with the people of Philadelphia,” the statement said. “These ...
Pa. Legal Leaders Favor Incumbent DA's Challenger, Campaign Filings Show
Crime victims have joined the fight to oust Philadelphia District Attorney Larry ... a left-wing criminal justice agenda. They took office with campaigns bankrolled by political action committees ...
Murder victims' families call for ouster of Philadelphia's Soros-backed DA
“For all Marylanders who have been imprisoned wrongfully, Mr. Thomas is a victim of a broken criminal justice system that ... I assume that today’s action will bring some solace.” ...
Board approves compensation for man wrongfully convicted
Gov. J.B. Pritzker and Illinois legislators traveled to the metro-east on Friday to talk about a new law designed to improve health-care access for the poor and people of color, ...
Illinois officials call new health-care law 'revolutionary' in fight for racial justice
Rudy Giuliani, the 76-year-old former New York City mayor once celebrated for his leadership after 9/11, has been under federal scrutiny for several years over his ties to Ukraine.
Federal agents raid Giuliani’s home, office, escalating criminal probe
Larry Hogan said Monday. In all the proposal will affect 3,300 ... but some members held out hope that a small decrease could be in store, Danielle Gaines reports for Maryland Matters. JEWISH ...
State Roundup: Hogan offers boost to B’more by moving 3,300 state employees
Philly D.A. (pictured), the first multi-part series to premiere as part of the partnership, follows Philadelphia defense attorney Larry ... to criminal justice reform in action.
“Philly D.A.”, “The Donut King” join ‘Independent Lens’ spring slate
The Law and Justice Council started spending a lot more time simply listening to presentations, he says, instead of taking action. "Every time we talk about making a decision as a group ...
Will amputating half of the Spokane Regional Law and Justice Council save it — or cripple it?
The video evidence was indisputable," U.S. Representative Larry ... Action Network of Indiana and the Concerned Clergy of Indianapolis are happy to see justice prevail in the George Floyd Case in ...
Indiana leaders and organizations react to guilty verdict in Derek Chauvin trial
Action Against Police Brutality ... more and more and more people," he told WBUR. Jones has become a criminal justice reform advocate since his murder conviction was overturned after he served ...
Boston Activists And Community Members Hope Chauvin Guilty Verdict Signals More Justice To Come
The only debate between incumbent District Attorney Larry Krasner ... and bold action. And Philadelphians need and deserve a more responsible approach to reforming our criminal justice system ...
Philly DA Candidates Krasner, Vega to Face Off in NBC10/KYW Newsradio Debate
Also in criminal justice reform, Inslee signed a bill to change the arbitrator selection process when a law enforcement officer faces disciplinary action ... Rep. Larry Hoff, R-Vancouver, said ...
Formerly incarcerated people regain right to vote in Washington
Jason Isaiah Robinson, 43, is being held in the Hughes Unit of the Texas Department of Criminal ... Larry Robinson said. “He never joined no gangs. He never has had any serious disciplinary action.
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